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Feeding the World - Giovanni Federico 2010-12-16
In the last two centuries, agriculture has been an outstanding, if
somewhat neglected, success story. Agriculture has fed an ever-growing
population with an increasing variety of products at falling prices, even
as it has released a growing number of workers to the rest of the
economy. This book, a comprehensive history of world agriculture during
this period, explains how these feats were accomplished. Feeding the
World synthesizes two hundred years of agricultural development
throughout the world, providing all essential data and extensive
references to the literature. It covers, systematically, all the factors that
have affected agricultural performance: environment, accumulation of
inputs, technical progress, institutional change, commercialization,
agricultural policies, and more. The last chapter discusses the
contribution of agriculture to modern economic growth. The book is
global in its reach and analysis, and represents a grand synthesis of an
enormous topic.
The Cambridge World History: Volume 2, A World with
Agriculture, 12,000 BCE–500 CE - Graeme Barker 2015-04-16
The development of agriculture has often been described as the most
important change in all of human history. Volume 2 of the Cambridge
World History series explores the origins and impact of agriculture and
agricultural communities, and also discusses issues associated with
pastoralism and hunter-fisher-gatherer economies. To capture the
patterns of this key change across the globe, the volume uses an
expanded timeframe from 12,000 BCE–500 CE, beginning with the
Neolithic and continuing into later periods. Scholars from a range of
disciplines, including archaeology, historical linguistics, biology,
anthropology, and history, trace common developments in the more
complex social structures and cultural forms that agriculture enabled,
such as sedentary villages and more elaborate foodways, and then
present a series of regional overviews accompanied by detailed case
studies from many different parts of the world, including Southwest Asia,
South Asia, China, Japan, Southeast Asia and the Pacific, sub-Saharan
Africa, the Americas, and Europe.
Agriculture in Capitalist Europe, 1945–1960 - Carin Martiin 2016-06-17
In the years before the Second World War agriculture in most European
states was carried out on peasant or small family farms using
technologies that relied mainly on organic inputs and local knowledge
and skills, supplying products into a market that was partly local or
national, partly international. The war applied a profound shock to this
system. In some countries farms became battlefields, causing the
extensive destruction of buildings, crops and livestock. In others, farmers
had to respond to calls from the state for increased production to cope
with the effects of wartime disruption of international trade. By the end
of the war food was rationed when it was obtainable at all. Only fifteen
years later the erstwhile enemies were planning ways of bringing about a
single agricultural market across much of continental western Europe, as
farmers mechanised, motorized, shed labour, invested capital, and
adopted new technologies to increase output. This volume brings
together scholars working on this period of dramatic technical,
commercial and political change in agriculture, from the end of the
Second World War to the emergence of the Common Agricultural Policy
in the early 1960s. Their work is structured around four themes: the
changes in the international political order within which agriculture
operated; the emergence of a range of different market regulation
schemes that preceded the CAP; changes in technology and the extent to
which they were promoted by state policy; and the impact of these
political and technical changes on rural societies in western Europe.
People, Plants and Genes - Denis J Murphy 2007-07-19
This book provides a comprehensive interdisciplinary overview of humanplant interactions and their social consequences from the huntergatherers of the Palaeolithic Era to the 21st century molecular
manipulation of crops. It links the latest advances in molecular genetics,

climate research and archaeology to give a new perspective on the
evolution of agriculture and complex human societies across the world.
Even today, our technologically advanced societies still rely on plants for
basic food needs, not to mention clothing, shelter, medicines and tools.
This special relationship has tied together people and their chosen plants
in mutual dependence for well over 50,000 years. Yet despite these
millennia of intimate contact, people have only domesticated and
cultivated a few dozen of the tens of thousands of potentially available
edible plants. This limited domestication process led directly to the
evolution of the complex urban-based societies that have dominated
much of human development over the past ten millennia. Thanks to the
latest genomic studies, we can now begin to explain how, when, and
where some of the most important crops came to be domesticated, and
the crucial roles of plant genetics, climatic change and social
organisation in these processes. Indeed, it was their unique genetic
organisations that ultimately determined which plants eventually became
crops, rather than any conscious decisions by their human cultivators.
The book is aimed at a wide audience ranging from plant specialists such
as geneticists, molecular biologists and agronomists to a more general
readership of archaeologists, anthropologists, historians and others who
wish to explore the complex processes that have shaped the often crucial
relationships between plants and human societies over the past hundred
millennia.
Agriculture in World History - Mark B. Tauger 2020-11-22
Now in its second edition, Agriculture in World History presents a unique
exploration of farmers and farming, and their relationships to nonfarmers and urban societies from the ancient world to the 21st century.
From its origins, civilization has depended on the food, fiber, and other
goods produced by farmers. This book illustrates how urban societies
both exploited and supported farmers, and together endured economic
and environmental crises. Viewing farmers as the crucial interface
between civilization and the natural world, Mark Tauger examines the
environmental changes, political and social transformations, and
scientific and technological developments in farming. The second edition
draws attention to the modern period, particularly the effects of war,
depression, and authoritarianism on world agriculture, scientific
advances and the problems they created, increased international
competition between countries with the expanding role of corporations,
the threats posed by climate change, and some of agriculture's future
prospects. Accessibly written and following a chronological structure, the
volume enables readers to easily gain a foundational understanding of an
important aspect of world history. This survey will be an indispensable
text for world history students and for anyone interested in the historical
development of the present agricultural and food crises.
Happiness in World History - Peter N. Stearns 2020-12-30
Happiness in World History traces ideas and experiences of happiness
from early stages in human history, to the maturation of agricultural
societies and their religious and philosophical systems, to the changes
and diversities in the approach to happiness in the modern societies that
began to emerge in the 18th century. In this thorough overview, Peter N.
Stearns explores the interaction between psychological and historical
findings about happiness, the relationship between ideas and popular
experience, and the opportunity to use historical analysis to assess
strengths and weaknesses of dominant contemporary notions of
happiness. Starting with the advent of agriculture, the book assesses
major transitions in history for patterns in happiness, including the
impact of the great religions, the unprecedented Enlightenment interest
in secular happiness and cheerfulness, and industrialization and
imperialism. The final, contemporary section covers fascist and
communist efforts to define alternatives to Western ideas of happiness,
the increasing connections with consumerism, and growing global
interests in defining and promoting well-being. Touching on the
experiences in the major regions of Asia, Africa, Latin America, Europe,
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and North America, the text offers an expansive introduction to a new
field of study. This book will be of interest to students of world history
and the history of emotions.
Alternative Agriculture: A History - Joan Thirsk 1997-10-09
People like to believe in a past golden age of traditional English
countryside, before large farms, machinery, and the destruction of
hedgerows changed the landscape forever. However, that countryside
may have looked both more and less familiar than we imagine. Take
todays startling yellow fields of rapeseed, seemingly more suited to the
landscape of Van Gogh than Constable. They were, in fact, thoroughly
familiar to fieldworkers in seventeenth-century England. At the same
time, some features that would have gone unremarked in the past now
seem like oddities. In the fifteenth century, rabbit warrens were specially
guarded to rear rabbits as a luxury food for rich mens tables; whilst
houses had moats not only to defend them but to provide a source of
fresh fish. In the 1500s we find Catherine of Aragon introducing the
concept of a fresh salad to the court of Henry VIII; and in the 1600s,
artichoke gardens became a fashion of the gentry in their hope of
producing more male heirs. The common tomato, suspected of being
poisonous in 1837, was transformed into a household vegetable by the
end of the nineteenth century, thanks to cheaper glass-making methods
and the resulting increase in glasshouses. In addition to these images of
past lives, Joan Thirsk reveals how the forces which drive our current
interest in alternative forms of agriculture a glut of meat and cereal
crops, changing dietary habits, the needs of medicine have striking
parallels with earlier periods in our history. She warns us that todays
decisions should not be made in a historical vacuum: we can find
solutions to our current problems in the experience of people in the past.
Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies (20th
Anniversary Edition) - Jared Diamond 2017-03-07
"Fascinating.... Lays a foundation for understanding human
history."—Bill Gates In this "artful, informative, and delightful" (William
H. McNeill, New York Review of Books) book, Jared Diamond
convincingly argues that geographical and environmental factors shaped
the modern world. Societies that had had a head start in food production
advanced beyond the hunter-gatherer stage, and then developed religion
--as well as nasty germs and potent weapons of war --and adventured on
sea and land to conquer and decimate preliterate cultures. A major
advance in our understanding of human societies, Guns, Germs, and
Steel chronicles the way that the modern world came to be and
stunningly dismantles racially based theories of human history. Winner
of the Pulitzer Prize, the Phi Beta Kappa Award in Science, the RhonePoulenc Prize, and the Commonwealth club of California's Gold Medal.
Ecology and Power in the Age of Empire - Corey Ross 2017
This is a wide-ranging environmental history of late-19th and 20th
century European imperialism, relating the expansion of modern empire,
global trade, and mass consumption to the momentous ecological shifts
they entailed and providing a historical background to the social,
political, and environmental issues of the twenty-first century
Food for War - Alan F. Wilt 2001-09-20
Food for War is a ground-breaking study of Britain's food and
agricultural preparations in the 1930s as the nation once again made
ready for war. Historians writing about 1930s Britain have usually
focused on the Depression, appeasement, or political, military, and
industrial concerns. None have dealt adequately with another significant
topic, food and agriculture, as the nation moved, albeit reluctantly, from
peace to war. In this new account Alan F. Wilt makes right this omission
by examining in depth the relationship between food, agriculture, and
the nation's preparations for war. He reveals how food and agriculture
became closely linked to rearmament as early as 1936; that the
government's preparations in this sector, as contrasted with other areas
of the economy, were relatively well-developed when war broke out in
1936; and that rural and farm interests well understood the effect that
war would have on their way of life. He argues that food and agriculture
need to be integrated into the more general historical discourse, for what
happened in Britain in the 1930s not only set the stage for World War II,
but also contributed to a more robust agriculture in the decades that
followed.
An Edible History of Humanity - Tom Standage 2010-05-03
A lighthearted chronicle of how foods have transformed human culture
throughout the ages traces the barley- and wheat-driven early
civilizations of the near East through the corn and potato industries in
America.
Making Sense of World History - Rick Szostak 2020-10-23
Making Sense of World History is a comprehensive and accessible

textbook that helps students understand the key themes of world history
within a chronological framework stretching from ancient times to the
present day. To lend coherence to its narrative, the book employs a set of
organizing devices that connect times, places, and/or themes. This
narrative is supported by: Flowcharts that show how phenomena within
diverse broad themes interact in generating key processes and events in
world history. A discussion of the common challenges faced by different
types of agent, including rulers, merchants, farmers, and parents, and a
comparison of how these challenges were addressed in different times
and places. An exhaustive and balanced treatment of themes such as
culture, politics, and economy, with an emphasis on interaction. Explicit
attention to skill acquisition in organizing information, cultural
sensitivity, comparison, visual literacy, integration, interrogating primary
sources, and critical thinking. A focus on historical “episodes” that are
carefully related to each other. Through the use of such devices, the
book shows the cumulative effect of thematic interactions through time,
communicates the many ways in which societies have influenced each
other through history, and allows us to compare and contrast how they
have reacted to similar challenges. They also allow the reader to
transcend historical controversies and can be used to stimulate class
discussions and guide student assignments. With a unified authorial
voice and offering a narrative from the ancient to the present, this is the
go-to textbook for World History courses and students. The Open Access
version of this book, available at
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9781003013518, has been made
available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No
Derivatives 4.0 license.
Migration in World History - Patrick Manning 2013
This book traces the connections among regions brought about by the
movement of people, diseases, crops, technology and ideas. Drawing on
examples from a wide range of geographical regions and thematic areas,
noted world historian Patrick Manning guides the reader through the
earliest human migrations, including the earliest hominids, their
development and spread, and the controversy surrounding the rise of
homo sapiens ; the rise and spread of major language groups ; an
examination of civilizations, farmers and pastoralists from 3000 BCE to
500 CE ; trade patterns including the early Silk Road and maritime trade
in the Mediterrane and more.
An Agrarian History of South Asia - David Ludden 1999-10-07
Originally published in 1999, David Ludden's book offers a
comprehensive historical framework for understanding the regional
diversity of agrarian South Asia. Adopting a long-term view of history, it
treats South Asia not as a single civilization territory, but rather as a
patchwork of agrarian regions, each with their own social, cultural and
political histories. The discussion begins during the first millennium,
when farming communities displaced pastoral and tribal groups, and
goes on to consider the development of territoriality from the sixteenth
to the nineteenth centuries. Subsequent chapters consider the
emergence of agrarian capitalism in village societies under the British,
and demonstrate how economic development in contemporary South Asia
continues to reflect the influence of agrarian localism. As a comparative
synthesis of the literature on agrarian regimes in South Asia, the book
promises to be a valuable resource for students of agrarian and regional
history as well as of comparative world history.
Rethinking Food and Agriculture - Ammir Kassam 2020-10-18
Given the central role of the food and agriculture system in driving so
many of the connected ecological, social and economic threats and
challenges we currently face, Rethinking Food and Agriculture reviews,
reassesses and reimagines the current food and agriculture system and
the narrow paradigm in which it operates. Rethinking Food and
Agriculture explores and uncovers some of the key historical, ethical,
economic, social, cultural, political, and structural drivers and root
causes of unsustainability, degradation of the agricultural environment,
destruction of nature, short-comings in science and knowledge systems,
inequality, hunger and food insecurity, and disharmony. It reviews efforts
towards ‘sustainable development’, and reassesses whether these efforts
have been implemented with adequate responsibility, acceptable societal
and environmental costs and optimal engagement to secure
sustainability, equity and justice. The book highlights the many ways that
farmers and their communities, civil society groups, social movements,
development experts, scientists and others have been raising awareness
of these issues, implementing solutions and forging ‘new ways forward’,
for example towards paradigms of agriculture, natural resource
management and human nutrition which are more sustainable and just.
Rethinking Food and Agriculture proposes ways to move beyond the
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current limited view of agro-ecological sustainability towards overall
sustainability of the food and agriculture system based on the principle
of ‘inclusive responsibility’. Inclusive responsibility encourages
ecosystem sustainability based on agro-ecological and planetary limits to
sustainable resource use for production and livelihoods. Inclusive
responsibility also places importance on quality of life, pluralism, equity
and justice for all and emphasises the health, well-being, sovereignty,
dignity and rights of producers, consumers and other stakeholders, as
well as of nonhuman animals and the natural world. Explores some of the
key drivers and root causes of unsustainability , degradation of the
agricultural environment and destruction of nature Highlights the many
ways that different stakeholders have been forging 'new ways forward'
towards alternative paradigms of agriculture, human nutrition and
political economy, which are more sustainable and just Proposes ways to
move beyong the current unsustainable exploitation of natural resources
towards agroecological sustainability and overall sustainability of the
food and agriculture system based on 'inclusive responsibility'
A History of the World in 6 Glasses - Tom Standage 2009-05-26
The New York Times Bestseller “There aren't many books this
entertaining that also provide a cogent crash course in ancient, classical
and modern history.” -Los Angeles Times Beer, wine, spirits, coffee, tea,
and Coca-Cola: In Tom Standage's deft, innovative account of world
history, these six beverages turn out to be much more than just ways to
quench thirst. They also represent six eras that span the course of
civilization-from the adoption of agriculture, to the birth of cities, to the
advent of globalization. A History of the World in 6 Glasses tells the story
of humanity from the Stone Age to the twenty-first century through each
epoch's signature refreshment. As Standage persuasively argues, each
drink is in fact a kind of technology, advancing culture and catalyzing the
intricate interplay of different societies. After reading this enlightening
book, you may never look at your favorite drink in quite the same way
again.
Hoptopia - Peter A. Kopp 2016-09-06
"Hoptopia argues that the current revolution in craft beer is the product
of a complex global history that converged in the hop fields of Oregon's
Willamette Valley. What spawned from an ideal environment and the
ability of regional farmers to grow the crop rapidly transformed into
something far greater because Oregon farmers depended on the
importation of rootstock, knowledge, technology, and goods not only
from Europe and the Eastern United States but also from Asia, Latin
America, and Australasia. They also relied upon a seasonal labor supply
of people from all of these areas as a supplement to local Euroamerican
and indigenous communities to harvest their crops. In turn, Oregon hop
farmers reciprocated in exchanges of plants and ideas with growers and
scientists around the world, and, of course, sent their cured hops into the
global marketplace. These global exchanges occurred not only during
Oregon's golden era of hop growing in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, but through to the present in the midst of the craft
beer revival. The title of this book, Hoptopia, is a nod to Portland's title of
Beervana and the Willamette Valley's claim as an agricultural Eden from
the mid-nineteenth century onward. But the story is fundamentally about
how seemingly niche agricultural regions do not exist and have never
existed independently of the flow of people, ideas, goods, and biology
from other parts of the world. To define Hoptopia is to define the
Willamette Valley's hop and beer industries as the culmination of all of
this local and global history. With the hop itself as a central character,
this book aims to connect twenty-first century consumers to agricultural
lands and histories that have been forgotten in an era of industrial food
production"--Provided by publisher.
In the Balance - Candice Lee Goucher 1998
This is volume one of a two-volume world history text. The book takes a
thematic approach, exploring different civilizations in a comparative
manner and central themes are used to highlight the interconnectedness
of the world's development across cultures and time. The approach is
roughly chronological, though the organization deals with broader
comparative issues such as the family. The text explores how different
parts of the world often follow similar paths, even at different times and
how similarities or differences in development can be revealing about
particular societies, for example a chapter on gods, goddesses and god
kings in Asia, Africa and the Americas. The book places less emphasis on
political history and more on social, economic and cultural, with
coverage of gender and family. The section openers have comparative
chronological charts to help keep the student oriented with respect to
events in different parts of the world and learning aids include debating
the past boxes, daily life boxes, two four-colour photo-essays and

marginal heads to help keep track of the testable material.
The Global History of Organic Farming - Gregory Allen Barton 2018
Roots of the organic challenge -- The cultural soil of organic farming -Albert Howard and the world as Shropshire -- The Howards in India -The search for pre-modern wisdom -- The compost wars -- To the empire
and beyond -- The globalization of organic farming -- The 1980s to the
present -- Organic farming and the challenge of globalization
Agricultural Enlightenment - Peter M. Jones 2016
Agricultural Enlightenment explores the modernization of the rural
economy in Europe through the lens of the Enlightenment. It focuses on
the second half of the eighteenth century and emphasizes the role of
useful knowledge in the process of agrarian change and agricultural
development. As such it invites economic historians to respond to the
challenge issued by Joel Mokyr to look beyond quantitative data and to
take seriously the argument that cultural factors, broadly understood,
may have aided or hindered the evolution of agriculture in the early
modern period (what people knew and believed had a direct bearing on
their economic behavior [Mokyr, The Enlightened Economy]). Evidence
in support of the idea that a readily accessible supply of agricultural
knowledge helps to explain the trajectory of the rural economy is drawn
from all of the countries of Europe. The book includes two cases studies
of rapid rural modernization in Scotland and Denmark where
Agricultural Enlightenment was swiftly followed by full-scale Agricultural
Revolution.
War, Agriculture, and Food - Paul Brassley 2012
This volume of essays examines one of the crucial periods in the
evolution of the European rural economy and society, assessing the
effects of the Second World War on the European countryside, and the
impact of food and agricultural problems on the outcome of the war.
Peasants in World History - Eric Vanhaute 2021-03-23
This is the first world history of peasants. Peasants in World History
analyzes the multiple transformations of peasant life through history by
focusing on three primary areas: the organization of peasant societies,
their integration within wider societal structures, and the changing
connections between local, regional and global processes. Peasants have
been a vital component in human history over the last 10,000 years, with
nearly one-third of the world’s population still living a peasant lifestyle
today. Their role as rural producers of ever-new surpluses instigated
complex and often-opposing processes of social and spatial change
throughout the world. Eric Vanhaute frames this social change in a story
of evolving peasant frontiers. These frontiers provide a global
comparative-historical lens to look at the social, economic and ecological
changes within village-systems, agrarian empires and global capitalism.
Bringing the story of the peasantry up through the modern period and
looking to the future, the author offers a succinct overview with students
in mind. This book is recommended reading to anyone interested in the
history and future of peasantries and is a valuable addition to
undergraduate and graduate courses in World History, Global Economic
History, Global Studies and Rural Sociology.
New Directions for Smallholder Agriculture - Peter B. R. Hazell 2014
Arising from an International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
project this book explores the most promising innovations in technology,
institutional, and policy approaches for creating additional and better
farm business opportunities for smallholder farmers.
Agriculture in Africa - Luc Christiaensen 2017-10-25
Stylized facts set agendas and shape debates. In rapidly changing and
data scarce environments, they also risk being ill-informed, outdated and
misleading. So, following higher food prices since the 2008 world food
crisis, robust economic growth and rapid urbanization, and climatic
change, is conventional wisdom about African agriculture and rural
livelihoods still accurate? Or is it more akin to myth than fact? The
essays in “Agriculture in Africa †“ Telling Myths from Facts†? aim to set
the record straight. They exploit newly gathered, nationally
representative, geo-referenced information at the household and plot
level, from six African countries. In these new Living Standard
Measurement Study-Integrated Surveys on Agriculture, every aspect of
farming and non-farming life is queried—from the plots farmers cultivate,
the crops they grow, the harvest that is achieved, and the inputs they
use, to all the other sources of income they rely on and the risks they
face. Together the surveys cover more than 40 percent of the SubSaharan African population. In all, sixteen conventional wisdoms are
examined, relating to four themes: the extent of farmer’s engagement in
input, factor and product markets; the role of off-farm activities; the
technology and farming systems used; and the risk environment farmers
face. Some striking surprises, in true myth-busting fashion, emerge. And
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a number of new issues are also thrown up. The studies bring a more
refined, empirically grounded understanding of the complex reality of
African agriculture. They also confirm that investing in regular,
nationally representative data collection yields high social returns.
The Dawn of Everything - David Graeber 2021-11-09
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A dramatically new
understanding of human history, challenging our most fundamental
assumptions about social evolution—from the development of agriculture
and cities to the origins of the state, democracy, and inequality—and
revealing new possibilities for human emancipation. For generations, our
remote ancestors have been cast as primitive and childlike—either free
and equal innocents, or thuggish and warlike. Civilization, we are told,
could be achieved only by sacrificing those original freedoms or,
alternatively, by taming our baser instincts. David Graeber and David
Wengrow show how such theories first emerged in the eighteenth
century as a conservative reaction to powerful critiques of European
society posed by Indigenous observers and intellectuals. Revisiting this
encounter has startling implications for how we make sense of human
history today, including the origins of farming, property, cities,
democracy, slavery, and civilization itself. Drawing on pathbreaking
research in archaeology and anthropology, the authors show how history
becomes a far more interesting place once we learn to throw off our
conceptual shackles and perceive what’s really there. If humans did not
spend 95 percent of their evolutionary past in tiny bands of huntergatherers, what were they doing all that time? If agriculture, and cities,
did not mean a plunge into hierarchy and domination, then what kinds of
social and economic organization did they lead to? The answers are often
unexpected, and suggest that the course of human history may be less
set in stone, and more full of playful, hopeful possibilities, than we tend
to assume. The Dawn of Everything fundamentally transforms our
understanding of the human past and offers a path toward imagining
new forms of freedom, new ways of organizing society. This is a
monumental book of formidable intellectual range, animated by curiosity,
moral vision, and a faith in the power of direct action. Includes Blackand-White Illustrations
A Revolution Down on the Farm - Paul K. Conkin 2008-09-01
At a time when food is becoming increasingly scarce in many parts of the
world and food prices are skyrocketing, no industry is more important
than agriculture. Humans have been farming for thousands of years, and
yet agriculture has undergone more fundamental changes in the past 80
years than in the previous several centuries. In 1900, 30 million
American farmers tilled the soil or tended livestock; today there are
fewer than 4.5 million farmers who feed a population four times larger
than it was at the beginning of the century. Fifty years ago, the planet
could not have sustained a population of 6.5 billion; now, commercial and
industrial agriculture ensure that millions will not die from starvation.
Farmers are able to feed an exponentially growing planet because the
greatest industrial revolution in history has occurred in agriculture since
1929, with U.S. farmers leading the way. Productivity on American farms
has increased tenfold, even as most small farmers and tenants have been
forced to find other work. Today, only 300,000 farms produce
approximately ninety percent of the total output, and overproduction,
largely subsidized by government programs and policies, has become the
hallmark of modern agriculture. A Revolution Down on the Farm: The
Transformation of American Agriculture since 1929 charts the profound
changes in farming that have occurred during author Paul K. Conkin's
lifetime. His personal experiences growing up on a small Tennessee farm
complement compelling statistical data as he explores America's vast
agricultural transformation and considers its social, political, and
economic consequences. He examines the history of American
agriculture, showing how New Deal innovations evolved into convoluted
commodity programs following World War II. Conkin assesses the skills,
new technologies, and government policies that helped transform
farming in America and suggests how new legislation might affect
farming in decades to come. Although the increased production and
mechanization of farming has been an economic success story for
Americans, the costs are becoming increasingly apparent. Small farmers
are put out of business when they cannot compete with giant, nondiversified corporate farms. Caged chickens and hogs in factory-like
facilities or confined dairy cattle require massive amounts of chemicals
and hormones ultimately ingested by consumers. Fertilizers, new organic
chemicals, manure disposal, and genetically modified seeds have
introduced environmental problems that are still being discovered. A
Revolution Down on the Farm concludes with an evaluation of farming in
the twenty-first century and a distinctive meditation on alternatives to

our present large scale, mechanized, subsidized, and fossil fuel and
chemically dependent system.
Agriculture in World History - Mark B. Tauger 2013-05-13
Civilization from its origins has depended on the food, fibre, and other
commodities produced by farmers. In this unique exploration of the
world history of agriculture, Mark B. Tauger looks at farmers, farming,
and their relationships to non-farmers from the classical societies of the
Mediterranean and China through to the twenty-first century.? Viewing
farmers as the most important human interface between civilization and
the natural world, Agriculture in World History examines the ways that
urban societies have both exploited and supported farmers, and together
have endured the environmental changes and crises that threatened food
production.? Accessibly written and following a chronological structure,
Agriculture in World History illuminates these topics through studies of
farmers in numerous countries all over the world from Antiquity to the
contemporary period. Key themes addressed include the impact of global
warming, the role of political and social transformations, and the
development of agricultural technology. In particular, the book highlights
the complexities of recent decades: increased food production, declining
numbers of farmers, and environmental, economic, and political
challenges to increasing food production against the demands of a
growing population. This wide-ranging survey will be an indispensable
text for students of world history, and for anyone interested in the
historical development of the present agricultural and food crises.?
The Structure of World History - Kojin Karatani 2014-03-05
In this major, paradigm-shifting work, Kojin Karatani systematically rereads Marx's version of world history, shifting the focus of critique from
modes of production to modes of exchange. Karatani seeks to understand
both Capital-Nation-State, the interlocking system that is the dominant
form of modern global society, and the possibilities for superseding it. In
The Structure of World History, he traces different modes of exchange,
including the pooling of resources that characterizes nomadic tribes, the
gift exchange systems developed after the adoption of fixed-settlement
agriculture, the exchange of obedience for protection that arises with the
emergence of the state, the commodity exchanges that characterize
capitalism, and, finally, a future mode of exchange based on the return of
gift exchange, albeit modified for the contemporary moment. He argues
that this final stage—marking the overcoming of capital, nation, and
state—is best understood in light of Kant's writings on eternal peace. The
Structure of World History is in many ways the capstone of Karatani's
brilliant career, yet it also signals new directions in his thought.
Ways of the World, Volume 1 - Robert W. Strayer 2015-09-25
Ways of the World is one of the most successful and innovative textbooks
for world history. The brief-by-design narrative is truly global and
focuses on significant historical trends, themes, and developments in
world history. Authors Robert W. Strayer, a pioneer in the world history
movement with years of classroom experience, along with new co-author
Eric W. Nelson, a popular and skilled teacher, provide a thoughtful and
insightful synthesis that helps students see the big picture while teaching
students to consider the evidence the way historians do.
The Oxford Handbook of World History - Jerry H. Bentley 2013-10-17
Thirty-two essays by a stellar collection of distinguished scholars in the
field of world history, providing a comprehensive guide to current
scholarship and current thinking in one of the most dynamic fields of
historical scholarship
Food in World History - Jeffrey M. Pilcher 2008-10-09
Providing a comparative and comprehensive study of culinary cultures
and consumption throughout the world from ancient times to present
day, this book examines the globalization of food and explores the
political, social and environmental implications of our changing
relationship with food. Including numerous case studies from diverse
societies and periods, Food in World History examines and focuses on:
how food was used to forge national identities in Latin America the
influence of Italian and Chinese Diaspora on the US and Latin America
food culture how food was fractured along class lines in the French
bourgeois restaurant culture and working class cafes the results of state
intervention in food production how the impact of genetic modification
and food crises has affected the relationship between consumer and
product. This concise and readable survey not only presents a simple
history of food and its consumption, but also provides a unique
examination of world history itself.
Agriculture - Paul Brassley 2016
From the large corporation using enormous machines in the USA, to the
woman with her hoe and her plot of cassava in Mozambique, to a Chinese
collective farm worker in the rice fields, agriculture is essential for
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humanity to eat. This book looks at the many different types of
agriculture and considers the challenges facing farmers today.
The Agricultural Revolution in Prehistory - Graeme Barker 2009
Addressing one of the most debated revolutions in the history of our
species, the change from hunting and gathering to farming, this title
takes a global view, and integrates an array of information from
archaeology and many other disciplines, including anthropology, botany,
climatology, genetics, linguistics, and zoology.
The World's Greatest Fix - G. J. Leigh 2004-08-19
In the tradition of Jared Diamond's Guns, Germs, and Steel, this gives the
very early history of how human ingenuity overcame the risk of famine
through productive agriculture. Starting with a layman's guide to the
chemistry of nitrogen fixation, the book goes on to show how humans
emerged from nomadic lifestyles and began developing towns and
settlements. When they for the first time began planting the same fields
year after year, they noticed quickly the need to ensure soil fertility. But
how? The method they came up with is still in use to this day.
Recent Themes in World History and the History of the West Donald A. Yerxa 2009
Described as the New York Review of Books for history, Historically
Speaking has emerged as one of the most distinctive historical
publications in recent years, actively seeking out contributions from a
pantheon of leading voices in historical discourse from both inside and
outside academia. Recent Themes in World History and the History of
the West represents some of the best writing on Western civilization and
world history in the past five years. This collection of essays and
interviews from Historically Speaking gives leading historians'
approaches to the continually evolving field of world history, with a
specific emphasis on the relationship of Western civilization to the
history of the world. The book also discusses the effect of empire on
global history and the many ways empire continues to manifest in the
contemporary world. The contributors discuss world history as an
intricate story of the connections within the global community, rather
than a tidy, static narrative that attempts to summarize everything in our
global past. In this volume the study of world history is presented as a
constantly comparative endeavor, concerned with the major themes that
link and divide humanity.
The Social History of Agriculture - Christopher Isett 2016-11-09
This innovative text provides a compelling narrative world history
through the lens of food and farmers. Tracing the history of agriculture
from earliest times to the present, Christopher Isett and Stephen Miller
argue that people, rather than markets, have been the primary agents of
agricultural change. Exploring the actions taken by individuals and
groups over time and analyzing their activities in the wider contexts of
markets, states, wars, the environment, population increase, and similar
factors, the authors emphasize how larger social and political forces
inform decisions and lead to different technological outcomes. Both
farmers and elites responded in ways that impeded economic
development. Farmers, when able to trade with towns, used the revenue
to gain more land and security. Elites used commercial opportunities to
accumulate military power and slaves. The book explores these
tendencies through rich case studies of ancient China; precolonial South
America; early-modern France, England, and Japan; New World slavery;
colonial Taiwan; socialist Cuba; and many other periods and places.
Readers will understand how the promises and problems of
contemporary agriculture are not simply technologically derived but are
the outcomes of decisions and choices people have made and continue to
make.
First Farmers - Peter Bellwood 2004-11-30
First Farmers: the Origins of Agricultural Societies offers readers an
understanding of the origins and histories of early agricultural
populations in all parts of the world. Uses data from archaeology,

comparative linguistics, and biological anthropology to cover
developments over the past 12,000 years Examines the reasons for the
multiple primary origins of agriculture Focuses on agricultural origins in
and dispersals out of the Middle East, central Africa, China, New Guinea,
Mesoamerica and the northern Andes Covers the origins and dispersals
of major language families such as Indo-European, Austronesian, SinoTibetan, Niger-Congo and Uto-Aztecan
The Industrial Revolution in World History - Peter N Stearns
2018-04-17
The industrial revolution was the single most important development in
human history over the past three centuries, and it continues to shape
the contemporary world. With new methods and organizations for
producing goods, industrialization altered where people live, how they
play, and even how they define political issues. By exploring the ways the
industrial revolution reshaped world history, this book offers a unique
look into the international factors that started the industrial revolution
and its global spread and impact. In the fourth edition, noted historian
Peter N. Stearns continues his global analysis of the industrial revolution
with new discussions of industrialization outside of the West, including
the study of India, the Middle East, and China. In addition, an expanded
conclusion contains an examination of the changing contexts of
industrialization. The Industrial Revolution in World History is essential
for students of world history and economics, as well as for those seeking
to know more about the global implications of what is arguably the
defining socioeconomic event of modern times.
Technology: A World History - Daniel R. Headrick Professor of Social
Sciences and History Roosevelt University 2009-02-25
Today technology has created a world of dazzling progress, growing
disparities of wealth and poverty, and looming threats to the
environment. Technology: A World History offers an illuminating
backdrop to our present moment--a brilliant history of invention around
the globe. Historian Daniel R. Headrick ranges from the Stone Age and
the beginnings of agriculture to the Industrial Revolution and the
electronic revolution of the recent past. In tracing the growing power of
humans over nature through increasingly powerful innovations, he
compares the evolution of technology in different parts of the world,
providing a much broader account than is found in other histories of
technology. We also discover how small changes sometimes have
dramatic results--how, for instance, the stirrup revolutionized war and
gave the Mongols a deadly advantage over the Chinese. And how the
nailed horseshoe was a pivotal breakthrough for western farmers.
Enlivened with many illustrations, Technology offers a fascinating look at
the spread of inventions around the world, both as boons for humanity
and as weapons of destruction.
Sexuality in World History - Peter N. Stearns 2017-02-14
This book examines sexuality in the past, and explores how it helps
explain sexuality in the present. The subject of sexuality is often a
controversial one, and exploring it through a world history perspective
emphasizes the extent to which societies, including our own, are still
reacting to historical change through contemporary sexual behaviors,
values, and debates. The study uses a clear chronological structure to
focus on major patterns and changes in sexuality—both sexual culture
and sexual behaviors—in the main periods of world history, covering
topics including: • The sexual implications of the transition from hunting
and gathering economies to agricultural economies; • Sexuality in
classical societies; • The postclassical period and the spread of the world
religions; • Sex in an age of trade and colonies; • Changes in sexual
behaviors and sexual attitudes between 1750 and 1950; • Sex in
contemporary world history. This new edition examines these issues on a
global scale, with attention to anthropological insights on sexuality and
their relationship to history, the dynamics between sexuality and
imperialism, sexuality in industrial society, and trends and conflicts
surrounding views of sex and sexuality in the contemporary world.
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